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CHAPI~ER I 
STATEMEN'I' OF THE PROBU:.M A.ND BJ\ CKQROUh"D 
As in m&1y other industrial organizations, in Armour and 
Company the personnel department has the responsibility for 
the initial recruiting and screening of job applicants. Hiring 
specifications are used in the screening process which have 
been mutually established between the unit manager who is to 
employ the person and the persor~el department. 
Some of the specifications will be uniform for all jobs 
based on a company policy or external requirements. Some 
typical ones are minimum age due to the hazardous nature of 
the work and/or state law, maximum age due to pension plan 
provisions, minimum health standards, minimum intelligence 
and education standards, citizenship and/or security clearance. 
Additional hiring specifications are added to these to 
fit particular job requirements. These will be specific kinds 
of knowledge or skill expressed in tenu of education or 
experience, and higher than mintmal levels of intelligence 
and maturity. 
There is one other factor which usually plays an important 
role in the final choice between applicants, but which is 
1 
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usually lett unspecified or vaguely referred to. That is the 
personality characteristics acceptable to the hiring manager. 
The personnel department screens for all of the agreed 
upon job specifications and refers the prospect candidates 
to the hiring department manager. He does not usually re-do the 
personnel department's screening. On highly technical jobs he 
may verify to his own satisfaction the knowledge and experience 
the applicant has, but to the greater extent his decision is 
baaed on his judgment of how suitable the applicant will be as 
a person with whom to work. 
If the personnel department could find personality 
correlates between managers and their preferred subordinates, 
it could improve their applicant screening ability and decrease 
the expense and dissatisfactions that result from rejections 
of applicants who have pursued the job to the hiring point. 
The present study of personality correlates between 
managers and their subordinates is based on the following 
hypotheses: 
Hypothesis I 
That managers use their own temperament traits as a 
selection pattern in expressing preference for subordinates. 
Hypothesis II 
That managers prefer subordinates whose temperament 
traits are more similar to their own. 
CHAPTER II 
There has been a consi.derable degree of theoretical 
controversy concerning the nature of the relationship between 
personality similarity and attraction. It has been proposed 
that attraction is facilitated by either similarity, comple-
mentarity, or both (e.g., Levinger, 1964). The theoretical 
differences remain unresolved because the research findings 
have been au.fticiently inconsistent as to provide support 
for the similarity hypothesis (Banta & Hertherington, 1963; 
Izard, lg6oa, 1960b; Maisonneuve, 1954; Mehlman, 1962; Miller, 
Campbell, Twed~& O'Connell, 1966; Murstein, 1961), tor the 
complementary hypothesis (Cohen, 1956; Kerckhoff & Davis, 1962; 
Rychl&k, 1965; Winch, Ktsanes,& Ktsanes, 1955), and for some 
combination ot the two (Becker, 1964; Secord & Backman, 19(54). 
Two general designs have been utilized. In one approach, 
existing "real life" attraction pairs are selected and assessed 
with respect to one or more personality variables. Then the 
scores of the pairs are correlated. These correlations are 
often compared with similar correlations ~or random pairs 
from the same population or with pairs or mutually antagonistic 
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or mutually indifferent subjects. 
In the second approach the peraonali ty measure or mea-
sures are obtained and then prevtously unacquainted subjects 
are selected on the basis of teat scores and placed 1n a 
situation requirint; a degree of interaction. Thus si.m.11ar 
and dissimile.r pairs or groups are created and their inter-
personal responses are assessed following the interaction. 
The populations trom which the subjects of these studies 
have been drawn a..re f'or the most part college students and 
engaged or married couples. Rosenfeld and Jackson {1959) 
used subjects who were adults employed in industry but who 
had peer relationships. There are no published studies using 
industrial subjects having manager-subordinate relationships. 
The key study from ¥hich all the research has :followed 
on attraction between marriage partners was h'inch's (1955). 
He argued that the principle of complementarity explains 
their attraction for one another. In twenty-five couples 
married less than two years he found that an important dimen-
sion 1n the complementarity of their choice was the "assert1 ve-
recept1ve11 dimension. That 1a, the high "assertives" tended 
not to marry persons who are like themselves, but rather 
persons who are high "recept1vea." In a later study of 
twenty-nine couples, Banta and Hetherington (1963) found 
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evidence for similarity of needs in mate selection but no 
consistent evidence for complementarity was found. Byrne 
and Blaylock (1:163) reported that a sample of husbands and 
wives tended t o be simUar in certain important attitudes 
but that assumed si.m.ilarity between two spouses was s1gni~i­
cantly higher thAn actual similarity. 
Newcomb {1961, Gh. 11) a.ttempted to predict attraction 
between roommates from their separate replies to an attitude 
inventory that was completed before arriving on ca.'!!pus. He 
reports, however, that~ 1 \·l1 failed completely to find support 
t"or the prediction (p. 216). 11 Rosenfeld and Jackson (1959) 
studied objective similarity and showed that similarity on 
three scales from the Ou1ltord-Z1mmerman Temperament Survey 
(sociab111ty-unsoc1ab111ty ~ ascendence-submissiveness, 
security-insecurity) were significantly related to friendship 
ratings of female office employees. In a later study, 
Rosenfeld and J~'t ekson (1965) reconfirmed their finding that 
similarity ot personality influenced fti!ndship choice but 
also that it varied with the length of acquaintance. S1~i­
f1eant pos1t1V$ relat1onsh1p between similarity of personality 
and friendship was formed only among less well acquainted 
persons. This finding was consistent with Izard's (1963) 
studies contrasting college freshmen and seniors. He found. 
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perronality correlates with friendship leas significant for 
seniors than t'reshmen. This could also be explained, however, 
by the increased social and emotional maturity on the part 
of the seniors. Perhaps the more mature person has less 
need to see his personality eharacter1at1ca reflected in his 
friends. 
Some interesting theoretical conclusions were drawn by 
Hottman (1958) 1n reviewing the research which demonstrated 
mental resemblance between friends. He points out that these 
conclusions were baaed on studies where friendship was already 
existent at the time of the study. Therefore, causal rela-
tions, if such existed, between friendship choice and 
personality stmilarity were ambiguous. He raised the question 
whether people select each other as friends because they are 
similar, or whether they become more similar because of the 
interactions connected with their friendship. He compared 
profiles obtained on the Guilford-Zimmerman Temperament 
Survey to form groups ot college students composed ot similar 
personalities and groups composed of dissimilar personalities. 
These groups worked together throughout the semester taking 
a course together. The results of a sociometric question-
naire in the final laboratory session did not reveal a 
significant difference in personal attraction between the 
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homogenous and non-homogenous .;;roups. Hoffman and Maier (1966} 
reconfirmed this finding with measures of attractiveness for 
members taken at the fifth, eit;;i~th ar.d. eleventh weeks. 
In a study of thirty pairs of best friends who had 
chosen each other from a group of 200 high, school and college 
students, Izard (1960a) found that people t~ho are attracted 
to each other over an extended period of time have personality 
profiles that are significantly more similar than those of 
subjects paired at random. i . ··~. postulated that the personality 
similarity facilitated interpersonal positive affect which is 
an important determiner of interpersonal behavior. In ef~ect, 
this creates a rational bridge between the studies which 
attempt to explain interpersonal attraction on the basis of' 
similarity between personality structures and the more recent 
theory of interpersonal congruency as described by Backman 
and Secord (1961). Congruency theory places the focus in the 
interaction process itself. While the cono~ency theory 
as auah is not tested in this study 1 the' findings can be re-
lated to it. 
The sociometric ranking technique used in this study 
is derived from soeiometry1 a method advanced by Moreno {1934) 
for analyzing the feeling or preference relationships among 
the members of a human group. The original sociometric 
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device as modified by various investigators has be.en used in 
measuring the effects of psychotherapy, social adjustment 
and leadership potential. Sociometric measures have been 
found reliable and significantly related to such criteria aa 
academic grades, ratings of superiors, and on-the-job ratings. 
Izard (1959) presents three studies supporting the assumption 
that sociometric measures reflect m.eaningful personality 
variables which are reliably measured in terms of observable 
behavior. 
The Guilford-Zimmerman Temperament Survey (1949) 
(G-ZTB) had its origin 1n 1930 when Guilford first suggested 
that Spearman's technique for testing general, group and 
specific :factors might apply to analysis of personality traits. 
Three years later he published his attempt to use Thurstone's 
method of' factor analysis identif;ing four factors of 
personality. 
By 1938 Thurstone had extent3ed and developed his tech-
nique and Guilford re-examined his data. The outcome of this 
work was the Guilford-Martin Inventory of Factors GAMIN 
General Activity, Ascendancy, l>lasculinity 1 Inferiority 
Feelings, and Nervousness. 
The Guilford inventories STDCR -- Social Introversion, 
Thinking Introversion, Depression, Cyclo1d 1 Rhathymia 
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(carefree vs. serious) -- and GAMIN have been uaed in a wide 
variety of practical situations, chiefly 1n counseling 
services and research activities. G'Jilford continued his 
work and ultimately combined his STDCR and GAMIN and the 
Guilford-Z.ia.rtin Personnel Inventory into a single instrument, 
the Guilford-Ztmmerman Temperament Survey. The objectives 
in planning this tool were: (1) a single booklet or items; 
{2) a single answer sheet; (3) an efficient scoring method; 
(4) a coverage of the traits proven to have the greatest 
utility and uniqueness; and (5) condensation and omission or 
trait score• where 1ntercorrela.tions are sufficiently high. 
The f'orm of the statement of the items is unusual for 
inventories of this type. Itema are stated affirmatively 
rather than 1n question form, \JSing the second person pronoun. 
Guilford felt that the avoidance of the first person personal 
pronoun should do something to allay resistance and to increase 
the operation of the projective principle. The second person 
pronoun was preferred to the first because it was believed 
that the statement would seem thus leas personal to the 
examinee. Guilford pointed out that since it is a historical 
fact that the peraonality inventory grew out ot the inter-
view method, his tool is in essence a ayatematic, impersonal 
interview which can be scored. 
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Eattmatea of total-score reliabilitiea were aade in 
various ways, baaed upon samples or 523 Mle college students 
and 329 female students. JCuder-Richardson Formulas were 
applied to the data for men and women separately and combined. 
Odd-even and first halt-second half correlations were obtained 
tor a random sample of 100 Mn. The reliability range is 
from .75 to .87. The estimates of atanc1ar4 error of the 
obtained scores ra.nce from 2.2 to 2.6 and indicate that in 
general any obtained score does not differ by more tban 5 
points from the corresponding true score. 
The male sample of the scores upon which the norms were 
baaed included many veterans, consequently the age range tor 
them was troa 18 to 30 with a mean or about 23. There are 
no very marked sex differences except 1n trait (11), masculinity. 
The 1ntemal validity or factorial validity of the 
scores is fairly well aaaured by the foundation of factor-
analysis studies plu the successive item-analyses directed 
toward internal consistency and uniqueness. 
The factor descriptions are summarised here troa 
Guilford-Zi.BDenaan • s own report. In each caae unless otherwise 
apeeif'iect. the high-scoring 1nd1v14ual is described. 
G. General Act1 v1 t;y: Energetic, rapid-moving, rap14-work1ng 
person who likes action and may sometimes be iDIPulai ve. 
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o. ObJect1v1tz: Takes an objective, realistic view or things; 
alert to his environment and can forget h1maelf; not beset 
with suapieiona, hypersensitivity, unwarranted sympathies. 
anxieties or feelings or guilt. 
F. Friendliness: Agreeableness: Low scoring individual is 
easily aroused to agreaaive action. High scoring person ia 
friendly and compliant. 
P. Personal Relations: Cooperativeness, tolerance. Low 
scoring person is given to critical faultfinding generally; 
has little confidence or trust in others; self-centered and 
self-pitying. 
The authors claim that the scale descriptions are derived 
trom validation information and clinical experience. Although 
this literature is meager, studies have been reported in 
wbicb the G-ZTS or its predecessors bave been shown to be 
related to other accepted personality inventories {Gilbert, 1950 
and to extemal criteria ot suceeaa among clinical psychology 
students (Kelly & Fiske, 1951). 
In the survey the altemative responses to each item are 
the familiar "yea," "?" and "no.!' The responses t•yean and 
"no" are preferred to " true" and "false" tor the reason 
that with the latter responses aome exam.ineea become too 
concerned about the actual truth of statements where actually 
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their more spontaneous response, dictated to some extent by 
feelings, would probably be more diagnostic. 
The uae of the 11 ?u alternative was determined by unpub-
lished studies. Since the "?" answers are ordinatL.y given 
a weight of zero, they influence a trait score 1n a negative 
direction. So, the forced-choice method might have a tendency 
to raise all the tra1 t scores somewhat. In hia study ot the 
forced-choice method, Linden (1958) did not find thia result. 
An interesting and important feature ot test taking has 
been reported by Voss (1958). His work is ~the stand-
point ot the relationships of response seta. The relation-
ship among three "teat taking habits" or response seta was 
investigated. The types are: (1) the use of one cater:ory 
ot response more frequently than other categories; (2) the 
tendency to give normative reaponses; and (3) the tendency 
to give socially desirable responses. Each of the three 
response seta waa found to be independent of the other two. 
Analysis of the relationship of these seta to the trait 
scales of the MMPI and the G-ZTS indicated that most of the 
scales were strongly affected by these three types ot bias. 
The author is aware or the possibility or bias 1n the 
present study. However, the Gu1l:ford-Z1Baerman 1a no more 
vulnerable to bias than are other s1m1lar tools. If bias 
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turns out to be obvious in the exist:tng study, interpretation 
will be made accordingly. 
CHAPTER III 
THE Pl\OC~E 
Subjects 
The subjects of this study were employees of Armour and 
Company located in units that were organizationally separate 
from one another and moat frequently geographically separate 
also. They were managers trom various levels ot the organiza-
tion hierarchy and the subordinates they supervise. The term 
group (G) refers to a manager and all the subordinates that 
report directly to him. Nineteen groups were studied covering 
one hundred twenty-one subordinates. In Table 1 it shows the 
G • s ranged 1n size trom one of four subordinates to one of 
twelve suborc11nates with the median between five and six. 
{See T.c4ble 1.) 
Data Gathering Technique 
Each manager was approaehed personally and asked for his 
cooperation in the study to help the experimenter (E) complete 
his masters degree requirements. The managers were people 1n 
the organization over whom E had no direct or indirect super-
vision or close working relationship. The managers were 
assured that no other use would be made of the data and that 
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their anonymity would be protected in compiling the results. 
Only two managers refused to cooperate out of twenty-one 
approached. 
Table 1 
Frequency Distribution of Group Size 
by NuDlber of Subordinates 
No. of 
~1ubordina tea 
4 
5 
6 
1 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
Group size 
frequency 
l 
8 
4 
1 
3 
0 
1 
0 
1 
Total 
subordinates 
4 
4o 
24 
1 
24 
0 
10 
0 
12 
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Members of the personn~l departments {Pm1s) were used 
by E to solicit the participation of the subordinates of the 
coopt : :;. ting managers. E explained to the PDMs that the 
study was to complete a thesis requirement and w&s not to 
become part of an 1nd1 vidual' a personnel record information. 
There was a high degree of interest expressed by the PDMs 1n 
collecting the necessary data as the results could contribute 
to their knowledge about persoru el selection. Oopies of the 
results of the study were promised to them. 
The PDMs spoke to the subordinates of the cooperating 
managers singly or 1n groups using the following standardized 
description: •'A member ot the personnel department is com-
pleting his masters degree by writL"lg a thesis and needs to 
collect some test data. Your manager has agreed to assist 
him and has a.greed to having each of his subordina tea as !ted 
to cooperate. All the teat results would remain anonymous 
and would not become part ot the personnel department 1 a recorda. 
It involves your completing thia survey questionnaire which 
should take about 45 minutes." No subordinate retuaed to 
cooperate 1n the study. 
Questions tram the ~rs and subordinates about the 
nature ot the study were deferred sa71ng that to answer that 
question might influence the results, but that it would be 
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answered after the studs was completf;. The Guilford-;: :.:rn."Tlerman 
instructions were read. aloud: ":;:n this booklet you will find 
a nu: · . :: of statements. Read each statement carefully. If 
the statement is true, or if you agree with it, mark answer 
'yes' on your sheet. If the statement is more false than 
true, or if you disagree with it, mark 'no.' If you cannot 
decide betweer:.. ' yes' and 'ne' :;·o:1 rn 'J y nlJ..rk 
' '? ' .. But a·ro1d. 
doin& this g possible. Be sur t to answer every item. There 
high fl core being necessarily tile best. The purpose or this 
survey will be served best if you descri.be yourself and 
state your opinion as accurately as possible. You may notice 
that many 1te-ns are similar. Actually no t"Yto items are 
exactly alike. N'otice that the numbering of items on the 
~~swer sheet follows across the rows rather than down the 
columns." 
The managers and the subordinates took the teat unsuper-
vised at a time and. place convenient to them. Aa it would 
not be possible for Gs to have the test administered under 
t.mpervised conditions, it was believed. preferable to have 
the administration uniformly non-supervised. The managers 
and the sutordinates turned their completed tests in to the 
Pm<i. 
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As soon ae the mana~r turned in hia teat he waa asked 
by the PDM to, "List all the subordinates who report directly 
to you on this piece or paper and then numerically rank thea 
on the baaia or whom you moat like to work with. Make rank 
number one the person you moat like to work. With and the last 
ranking person the one you least like to work with. These 
are comparative r&nkings, or course, and 1t'a obvious that 
the bot tom rank doe a not neceaaarily mean you don • t like to 
work with that peraon. It'a only his standing 1n relation•h1p 
to the others 1n that group." As the PDMa were all people 
with Whoa the managers have frequent occ-.ion to discuss the 
performance an4 salary or their subordinates it wae believed 
that their rankinga would not be influenced by their having 
to reveal the data to the PDMa. 
Analya1s and Statiat1eal Treatment 
The G·ZTS waa scored for each peraon 1n the group. Each 
subordinate's profile waa then compared. with hia manager 's 
profile and, through a statistical method developed by Cronbach 
and Gleaer (1953), a D2 acore was computed. This n2 score 
is a measure or the d.iaairlilarity between profiles and 1a 
computed through the tollowtng formula: 
j = the variates: inactivity., impuls1venese 1 
submissiveness, shyness, 
depression, subjectivity, 
hostility, thoughtlessness, 
intolerance, feminimity (of 
emotions ;:u:J.d interests) 
k ;z the number of va: ,iates - 10 
xJl = the score of person l on variate 
Thia formula was chosen over the other commonly used 
techniques ot Q sort and product moaent correlations between 
persons, because it takes into account the differences in 
scatter between profiles. Formul.&a which are not intluenced 
by the scatter or scores can produce highly unreliable compari-
sons between profiles wb.en they are relatively flat. 
The subordinates were then ranked by their o2 scores 
and correlated with their manager's ranking, COIIPuting P (rho) 
for each group. Since the scale a were not interval acalea, a 
non-parametric col"l"elation waa uaed. Th.e two measures which 
were applicable were the Spearman rank correlation coefficient 
~.. and the Kendall rank correlation coefficient !!!!, • Both 
are suitable with variables which can be measured on an 
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ordinal scale. 'I'hey are sq•..tally powerful in rejee tin;, nuL .. 
hypotheses, ha1ing 91 percent po~er-efficlency when compared 
i4i th .. carson's !.• The Spearman -'traa developed earlier, is 
perhaps the better known and is somewha·c easier to compute. 
Its for1nula is: 
1 - b f ( D~) 
;-- -:. N (IJ - I ) 
3h£ was tnen tested fer si2,ni.ticance (t). 
The groups were then divided by rho tnto four combined 
-
;;roups aa follows: 
.cL those with positive correlation significant at .05 level 
or bett£ -~~ ; 
B. those with p1;,sitive correlation but not significant at 
.05; 
c. those with no relationship; 
D. those with negative correlation but not significant at 
.os. 
Trait means and standard deviat1cns for the managers of 
the combined groups were computed using the following formula: 
X (mean) •ff-
~ (standard deviation) = ~ 
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The sign11~1cancc of the dlf:f'erencen between combined 
group nanagers 1 l'l".ea.ns (Y.) on each tra1 t was sub.mi t ted to t 
test 'J sing the following formulq.: 
1 ~- x~ 1 _ 
I <r,~ .,_ <f .. ').= 
'{ IJ, - 1 11-.. - I 
t -
The tour combined groups \-rere then graphed to inspect 
for any directional differences oetween the groups. 
The combined groups were then further combined into 
two m11jor groups by putting combined groups A a.nd D to3ether, 
and combined groups B and C together. The means, standard 
deviation &ld the s1gnit1eanoe ot the difference between 
the standard deviations were computed using tne aame formulas 
cited above ror these new combined major groups. 
CIL~PTER I'/ 
RESULTS 
As can be seen from Table 2, out o~ nineteen groups of 
managers and subordinates, only three showed a significant 
positive coz·z·elation between manager-subordinate profile 
simUarity and the manager• a ranking of the subordinates on 
his preference for vlorlting wi.-~h them. Thtn ·e were no 
aignff1cant negative correlations, 
In other words, only a few managers definitely preferred 
subordinates whoae temperament traits a.a measured by this 
teat were mer e s~ilar to their own, and no managers definitely 
preferred subordinates in relation to the degree or dissimi-
larity between their temperament profile and their aubordinatA'a. 
{See Table 2.) 
The managers were then combined into tour groups along 
a continuum from managers having a positive aign1t1eant 
correlation between profiles and preference, to managers 
having a positive but not significant, to managers having 
virtually no correlation, to managers having a negative but 
net significant correlation. (See Table 3.) 
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Table 2 
Correlation :Between Profile Similarity and Rank 
Order ot Preference ot Suborclinatea 
Group (rho) 
l lO + .710* 
2 
" -\·1.000* .; 
3 8 + • 7CJ7* 
4 ~ + .100 
··"' 
5 8 + .524 
6 12 + .427 
7 7 
-
.o63 
8 4 
-
.200 
9 5 + .100 
10 8 
-
.143 
11 6 + .o86 
12 5 
-
.100 
13 6 
-
.029 
14 6 
-
.143 
15 5 
-
.500 
16 5 
-
.500 
17 25 
-
.429 
18 5 
-
.100 
19 5 
-
.200 
* Significant at .01 level. 
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Table 3 
Groups Divided by ~ into Four Combined Groups 
Along a Continuum from Positive 
to Negative Correlation 
Combined 
A B c group a 
Rho +1. +.7a +.6 +.2 +.1 -.1 -.2 
No. of 
3 3 8 group a 
24 
D 
.6 
5 
&only groups with correlations significant at 1~ level 
are included 1n this group. One correlation of • 700 wh.ich 
was not significant was included in Group B. 
This was done to see if there were any significant 
temperament trait differences between the managers who tend 
to prefer subordinates with temperaments more atailar to 
their own, and the managers who tend to prefer subordinates 
with temperaments lllOre dissimilar to their own. This could 
lead to identifying some possible causal factors tor the 
difference inherent in the manager's temperament. 
In Table 4 it ia shown that significant differences in 
the temperament trait "Social Interest - Sociability" appear 
i 
I 
I 
25 
between the managers who prefer subordinates moat similar to 
themselves in temperament (Group A) and the managers who show 
no temperament-preference relationship (Group C) or a tendency 
to a negative relationship (Group D). There were no signi-
ficant differences found 1n traits between Group B and any 
other group, or between Groups c and D. 
By the sociability scale, the author is describing the 
person's social boldness. This is more easily understood if 
it is thought ot as the opposite of shyness and seclusiveness. 
The managers in Group A are significantly different from the 
managers in Groups C and D in that they are more at ease with 
others, enjoy the company ot others and readily establish 
intimate rapport. The managers in Groups c and D are more 
withdrawn, reserved and hard to get to know. 
The chart of the means of the traits for each or the 
combined groups shown 1n Fig. 1 revealed that Groups A and D 
tended to move together and Groups B and C tended to move 
together. To confirm this observation, the profiles for each 
of the combined groups were then compared w1 th one another 
using the Cronbach Gleaer formula for n2 referred to above. 
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'!'able 5 reveals that Oroupa B an4 c had the ll08t a1Ja1lar 
profilea and Groups A and D hacl the next moat aill.ilar profiles. 
Table 5 
Coarpariaon ot Profile S1111lar1ty (n2 Score a) 
Between Combined Groupe 
(The lower the n2 score, the leas dieaimi.larity.) 
A B c D 
A X 148.11 152.28 66.50 
• X X 43.14 85.68 
c X X X 88.36 
D X X X X 
On this basis, these groups or managers were then further 
cam.binecl into the A/D Group and the B/C Group. The c11fterence 
between the means ot eaeb or the traits ot tbeae combined 
groups wu then tested ancl they wen tound to differ signifi-
cantly (5% level) on subjectivity-objectivity. The B/C Group 
of managers waa more obJective than the A/D Group. By the 
objectivity scale, the author is describing a person 'Who is 
DlOre "thick akirmecl, 11 haa leas egoiam. It ia contraate4 with 
---------------------------~· '"' '' '" "~· 
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being hyperaena1t1ve, eelt-centered, or "touchy." 
CHAPTER V 
CONCWSIONS 
In this study ot temperament profiles and managers' pre-
ferences tor subordinates, Hypothesis I is not fully supported. 
In only three cases out of nineteen was there a significant 
correlation between tbe manager's own temperament profile and 
those of the subordinates he moat preferred to work with. In 
all three cases ot significant correlation, however, the 
correlation was positive. That ia, those managers with a high 
temperament-preference relationship with their subordinates 
prefer the subordinates with temperaments similar to their 
own rather than diasimilar. Thia would tend to support the 
principle or similarity aa operative rather than the principle 
of complementarity such as Winch's {1955) studies on married 
couples found. 
The studies of 1\osenteld and Jackson (1959) which t. : £~d 
the Guilford-Zimmerman to relate to friendship among female 
office employees also found atm1lar1ty significantly related. 
The difference between this study and Rosenfeld's study, 
however, is rooted in the question of whether individuals 
can be compared on the basis or s1ngle tra1 ta taken out of a 
30 
':)"I 
..; .l . 
whole temperament profile, or whether t.he Hhole profile 
similarity must be examined. In the author's instr-uction~S 
on interpretation he describes differer· t meaning for a high 
scoring trait l'lhen 1 t is accompanied by a high or low score 
1n another trat t. So the tra1 ts have 1ueaning primarily in 
relationship to one another. For that reason, in this study· 
total profile similarity was used as the measure. 
In this study all of the subordinateH had already been 
"selected" by their manager. That is, they were already 
working for him, some for many years. Whether the eimilarit.iea 
1n temperament were a cause or an ef:'ect of the relat1.onsh1p 
is not dealt with here. Izard's (1960b) study of mutual 
friendship among ~allege students demonstrated th&t actual 
personality similarity was an antecedent of unilateral socio-
metric choice. Whether it is a cause or an effect, it could 
be hypothesized that managers who pr eferred sub~rd1nates 
with temperaments similar to their own would 1'reject 11 subor-
dinates with temperaments greatly dissimilar to their own, 
or they would be "causedn to become more similar. This wo-uld 
in effect shrink the amount of dispar:.ty that existed between 
the manager and subordinate profiles. This study clearly 
did not reveal such & strong dynamic force existent. ~he 
profiles ranged from negative to positive with almost an even 
split and only the three positive ones s1gn1.:f1cant. The 
findings support Hoffman's (1958) results in finding that 
temperatnent similarity or dissimilarit;y does not play a 
a1gn1t'1cant role in interpersonal attraction. 
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In one major respect this study differs from all the 
other published studies, and that is in the role relation-
ships between the subjects. The manager-subordinate relation-
ship is far more complex than a "friendship" reltttionship. 
The task or worl\. the manager needs to get accomplished is 
dependent to a 1c.rgc (;.Xtent on the knowled~e, skill and 
attitude existent in the subordinate. The manager's 
admiration of these qualities may override their temperament 
differences. 
Those managers who did have eignificru1t preferences 
for subordinates with similar profiles differed significantly 
in temperament from all the other :n.~nagers in t he areas of 
sociability. They tended to be persons with a high social 
interest, who had a tendency to reach out to other people. 
All of them ranked at or above the 90 percentile in this 
trait. Izard (1960a) postulated that personality similarlty 
facilitated interpersonal positive a,ffect which is an 
important determiner of interpersonal behavior. 'fvhile this 
study did not compare each trait of each subordinate with 
his mana~er's individual traits i'or 
criticism. of Rosenfeld's study • it would sewn reasonable to 
expect that the kind of temperament the other person had 
would be high 1n the personal value hierarchy of the person 
Who had high social interest himself. il'his k.ind of consider-
ation really leads us from simply studying structure similarity 
to account for choices, to an examination ot" the dynamics ot 
the interaction as the basis. In the study by Secord and 
Backman (1961) two conditions wllich promote attractio.n. were 
found. They were perceived s.imil&rity of the other pe1·son 
to self, and interpersonal congruency. Interpersonal congru-
ency is defined as a state existing when perceived self and 
self aa ego imagL1es he ia perceived by the alter, are 
congruent. Research in this area would seem to hold more 
promise for explaining manager-subordinate preferences, but 
would not provide us with a predicvlon brtse f'o:.-· personnel 
department selection. 
When the combined groupe of managers' profiles were 
compared for similarity, they gracefully divided into t\iO 
gro-.1pa. The A/iJ G1·oup wa.a ma.na.~ers f1·om opposite ends of 
the continuum, i.e., those who had a significant positive 
correlation between temperament ana preference and those with 
the moat ne,gative {tbougll not signi:ficant) correlation. As 
a group, these :nana,.:;e rs were found. to be s:L_,;nificantly 
dlfferent from the D/C Group in the trait characteristic of 
subject.i vt ty-objecti vi ty. They .were mtu::h more subjective 
with a mean score at around the 40 percentile, while the 
B/C Group, Hho showed no preference-3im11a.r1ty correlation 
(or some positive but not significant), showed much higher 
objectivity at around the 55 percentile. Low scores on this 
scale mean the indivldua.l is very sensitiv·e:. to othE::rs., and 
high scores the opposite. This would seem to fit the beha-
vioral tendency of these two groups L"1 thcl.r expression of 
St.lbordinate preference. The manager who tends to select as 
subordinates those dissimilar to himself, is not acttng 
differently in thi s respect than a manager who selects 
similar subordinates. 'l~hey differ only from those ':.tlho 
apparently use no pattern related to their own temperament. 
The purpose of thi& studJ was to determine whether 
busineas ~nagers prefer subordinates whose temperament 
traits &l'e more si:llilar to their own or more disaim.ilar to 
their own. It was hyi)othesized that the l ·c was a relation-
shi p between the managers' preference for subordinates and 
their temperament profiles, and that mana . ,~ers would prefer 
subordinates whose temperaments were. more similar to their 
own. 
Review of t ::1e lite.rature revealed two antithetical 
answers to the question of why Person A ~1d Person 3 find 
each other attractive and each other's company a satisfying 
experience. One is that attractitln is facilit :'i. tecl by the 
similarity of a variety of characteristics between A and 
B. The other is the complementarity of' cllaracteri.stics 
between A and D. Tlleae theoretical differences have bean 
um·esolved because the research findings 11ave been sut'ficiently 
inconsistent to confirm either answer. Some atudiea have 
been unable to i'ind any relationship between personality 
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similarity and attraction, and others that simila~1ty is 
associated with attraction only under limited conditions or 
only in specific groups with respect to a. few variables. 
Attraction has also been found to vary as a. function of such 
determinants as propinquity, the reinforcing properties of 
the situation, attitude, perceived similarity, the temporal 
length of the rela t ionship and the respective statue ot 
each ind1 '!ldual. 
Two research designs have been used generally. One 
design is to use alre&.dy chosen pairs such as friends, 
fiances and spouses, and compute correlations between one 
or more of their personality variables. These correlations 
are then compared with at.1lar correlations for random pairs 
from the same population. In the other approach, the 
personality measurement is obtained and then previously 
unacquainted subJects are selecteo on the basis of test 
scores and placed in a situation which requires some degree 
of interaction. Thus similar and dissimilar pairs are 
created and their interpersonal responses are assessed 
following the L~teraction. 
This study used the former approach. No previous 
study had used industrial managers and their chosen subor-
clinatea as the pairs tor research. 
3't 
Sub,iects for the study We.!"e nineteen managet,~-a and their 
one hund.red and twenty-one subordinates. The technique used 
was to .;1 ve the Guilford-Zimmerman Temperament Survey to all 
the managers and subordinates, and then ask the managers to 
rank their subordinates on the basis of with wham they most 
liked to work. 
The temperament profiles were then compared for similarity 
by computing n2 scores. The subordinates were then ranked for 
profile similarity with their manager &ld this ranking compared 
with their manager's preference ranking by computing~ {rho). 
Only three out of nineteen managers were found to have a sig-
nificant correlation between their profile similarity and 
preference ra.nkings, and those were all positive. 
The managers were then grouped according to the amount 
L~d direction of correlation that existed between their 
temperament and preference and comp.s.red with eac:h other in 
temperament. This was done to see if any causal factors could 
be interred for tb.elr differences in behavior from their 
temperament differences. It was found that the managers with 
the significant correlations differed from the no correlation 
managers and the negative correlation managers in the trait 
11 social interest - oociab 111 ty. 11 Using the au thor' a definition 
for this trait. this was !ottnd to provide a rational base for 
this difference i .r: le~.:!vior. 
The profiles for these eomb1.ned !ll"Oups or managers were 
then cotllpared.- and the mana.~ers .having the highest poe1tive 
correlation and the highest nega.ttve (though not a1e;n1f1cant) 
correlations were round to have more similar temperament 
profiles with each other than with the ~~gers who had no 
correlations or positive but not significant correlations. 
l·Jhen th•3 temperament traits of these two (;l,~oups were compared, 
it was found that the managers in the high ;ositive , highest 
negative group differed significantly froza the managers 1n 
the other group in that they tended to b'! more subjective. 
The results of this study indicate that the managers• 
preference for subordinates cannot be accounted for entirely 
on the basie o! temperament simila.r'lty or dissimilarity, 
though with managers with a high sociability characteristic 
this may be a stronger influence. 
Attraction responses have been ahown to be multi-
determined -- that a number or variables are operating. It 
uould appear then that only if the variable under investi-
t;ation is of sufficl.ent strength to override all other 
independent va.riab1f~~ or if the other variables happened to 
covary with it \'iould the similarity hypothesized be conf1rmec1. 
The strong social interest - sociability trait 1n the managers 
-------.---···•·"~- ---- ·-""'~--- · -·-
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having the significant similarity profiles with their preferred 
subordinates could be the kind of trait which could produce 
sueh an overriding effect. Other variables inherent 1n the 
work situation of the aubjeeta in this study such as role 
expectancy, nature of the work to be done and the level of 
sk1.11 or knowledge of the subordinate could also tnnuence 
the manager's choice of subordinates and suggests areas for 
further exploration. 'l'his is consistent with Byrne, Griffitt 
and Stefaniak's (1967) position that an unknown number of 
variables are potentially operative which need to be identified 
and systematically controlled to reaeh any definitive conclu-
sion on the role of similarity or complementarity of personality 
in the phenomenon of attraction. 
ABSTRACT 
It was hypothesized that managers use their own temper-
ament traits as selection patterns in expressing preference 
for subordinates, and that they prefer subordinates whose 
temperament traits are more similar to their own. Nineteen 
managers whose subordinates ranged in number from four to 
twelve for a total of one hundred twenty-one subordinates 
took the Guilford-Zimmerman Temperament Survey (G-ZTS). The 
G-ZTS profiles of the subordinates were compared with their 
managers' by computing n2 scores and ranked for similarity. 
The managers also ranked the subordinates on the basis of 
with whom they most liked to work. Correlation (rho) was 
computed between the profile similarity rankings and the 
preference rankings, and only three were found significant, 
all of which were positive. These three managers were found 
to differ significantly from all other managers on the trait 
"social interest-sociability." Comparison of managers having 
highest correlation, whether negative or positive, with the 
managers having the lowest correlations showed the high 
correlation managers as being significe.ntly more subjective. 
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